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Print Advertorial

The design of this Vogue advertorial 
included both photographed and 
photoshopped elements.

The text layout was created first 
and then the products and swatches 
were photographed separately. 
This allowed for greater flexibility 
in positioning all of the elements 
around the text.

All of the natural elements were 
pulled from existing photographs.



POS

This counter unit was created as one 
of Colour By TBN’s regular seasonal 
promotions. As the previous range 
was quite muted, the brief asked for 
something cute, summery and fun.



Range Design

This 2019 Holiday Collection for Inika Organic was designed to work as a counterpoint to the core range.  
Work included the creation of four complimentary patterns to use across the range, as well as working with 
suppliers to create a dieline for the advent calendar that fit all the required products.



Identity Design

The production was a comedic 
musical put together by the 
University of Melbourne Music 
Theatre Association.

The project included the creation 
of a hero image which could be 
used across posters and other 
promotional collateral, including  
on social media and their  
dedicated website. 

It needed to be very geometric, 
clean and mechanical, but still 
whimsical and with a clear sense  
of fun. It also needed to work within 
an existing colour scheme.

For full details, click here to see the 
case study on my website.



Digital Design

A digital campaign celebrating Inika Organic’s participation in NYFW 2019. Working with supplied fashion 
photography, it included an eDM, web and blog banners, as well as content for social media.



Licensed Character Design

Designed for Five Mile Press, this range of colouring and activity book covers are an example of the licensed 
character design work I’ve completed for My Design Group.

The internals in particular were quite challenging, as the poses of each of the girls were very similar, with no lineart 
backgrounds and I didn’t want any of the pages to be too similar to any other in the series.



Infographic Series

An ongoing series of visual representations of cocktails titled ‘Cryptic Cocktails’, that play on the entertaining 
names that many cocktails possess. Each illustration is also a set of concise instructions, with every horizontal bar 
representing 15ml.

Let me know if you have trouble figuring them out!



Packaging Design

A selection of individual palettes designed for DB Cosmetics. These were all a part of their yearly holiday collection, 
and included a matching counter unit. Golden Girl and Wanderlust also included an alternate colourway and so an 
additional design.



Social Photography

Whilst working at Total Beauty Network I’ve photographed products for social content—including stop motion 
animation of products— as well as hero imagery for press releases. Above is a small selection.


